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From the moment we helped break the news of

a COVID-19 vaccine, we’ve played an active role
in building vaccine confidence. With our partners
at MM+M, we developed the Vaccine Confidence
Project in 2021 to share articles, online panel discussions, podcasts and other educational content
— much of which are summarized in this eBook.
We worked with the Ad Council and collaborated
with respected organizations such as the Black Coalition Against COVID (BCAC), to raise awareness
and correct misinformation about the effectiveness and value of COVID-19 vaccines. We believe
when we act together and meet people where they
are — both literally and figuratively — we can build
bridges and understanding with those who may not
share similar convictions, and we can beat this virus.
Like the Vaccine Confidence Project itself, at
Real Chemistry, we are rooted in data, analytics
and insights and have been researching vaccine confidence for almost a decade. Through this experience we gained insights into how, where and when
to reach people with information. It has also given
us insights into how the pandemic has caused people to forgo seeking the everyday healthcare they
need, which, in turn, may lead to other public health
crises in the future. This is especially true for those
who already face barriers to achieving health equity.
It’s all connected, and it’s why the work of the Vaccine Confidence Project is so urgent and necessary.
It’s also why we continue to support the project
to build and sustain confidence in vaccines, so we
not only can eradicate COVID-19 as soon as possible, but other pandemics that may impact us in the
future as quickly as possible.
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This eBook is a compilation of activations produced for the Vaccine Confidence Project, a collaboration between MM+M and Real
Chemistry over the course of 2021. The focus of the project was to celebrate, advocate and communicate the scientific, logistical
and patient-care realities with those responsible for creating and spreading messages to encourage immunizations with an
ultimate goal to contain, control and achieve herd immunity.
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How
Omicron
Will Help
Us Learn
to Live
With the
Virus
BY DEBORAH STOLL

In a podcast in early December 2021,
Jim Weiss, chairman of Real Chemistry,
spoke with Dr. Monica Gandhi, professor of medicine at UCSF Medical Center,
to better understand how the Omicron
variant differs from Delta and what we
can do to protect ourselves today while
concurrently building a safer future for
tomorrow.
“Omicron is about four times as transmissible as Delta,” stated Gandhi, kicking
off the most recent in a series of podcasts
and webinars for the MM+M/Real Chemistry Vaccination Project, “but there’s no
doubt about it being less virulent. That

data is very clear — those with Omicron
are 80% less likely to be hospitalized than
any other COVID-19 wave.”
The reasons for this, she continued,
are either “because the population has
so much more immunity from vaccinations or natural immunity (after you have
been infected and your immune system
responds by making antibodies to resist
it), or simply that it is, as mentioned,
less virulent.”
And while Gandhi feels certain that
we’re going to see a lot of cases, she noted
they will not be the same degree of severe
illness that we saw with Delta.

THE KIDS ARE ALL RIGHT
Since the start of the vaccine rollout,
the older, more vulnerable populations
were first able to be immunized, followed
in succession by each younger generation, with the understanding that “severe
disease is much more common in older
people, especially much older people, so
children are not nearly at as much risk
from being infected,” Gandhi explained.
Today, with everyone save for those
under the age of four eligible for vaccination, some are questioning whether it
is necessary to immunize their children.
Gandhi illustrated her thoughts on this
mmm-online.com 3
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by using her 11-year-old son as an example. “For the past two years, before he
received his first dose, I felt safe having
him be out and about because I knew he
was at such a low risk for severe disease.”
When the age dropped, making him
eligible for a vaccine, “I did get him vaccinated,” she noted. “I believe in vaccinations.” But this is a fortuitous opportunity
to reinforce the strength of his immune
system, rather than a do-or-die situation.
“The data out of South Africa shows
that even with children who are hospitalized with COVID, 85% of them were
there for something else,” said Gandhi,
“which means that “COVID-19 was not
the reason for them being hospitalized.
So I would say, feel free to go about your
normal life with your children who are
vaccinated, but even with those who
are unvaccinated, you can also feel safe
because they’re really not at risk.”
TO MASK, WHAT MASK? TO TEST, WHAT
QUARANTINE?
The politicizing of masks has largely
abated, but many have been left wondering when to mask and which masks
are best. “People who are at high risk of
getting a severe breakthrough (immunocompromised people older than 65),
those who haven’t been boosted, or those
with multiple medical conditions, should
wear masks,” said Gandhi, adding that
the people around them should also mask
up to keep them safe.
When it comes to the brand of masks,
“I don’t think everyone needs to be wearing N95s,” she said. “The alternatives,
depending on which fits you best and you
find the most comfortable, are the new
FFP2 masks, a KN95, KS94 or even a double surgical cloth mask.”
As for how best to protect yourself and
others when doing what so many of us
have longed to do — get together in celebratory groups — “If you’re asymptomatic (you have no symptoms, and you’re
vaccinated) you’re not going to wildly
spread the virus,” Gandhi explained.
“You should test if you’re not feeling

well; if you’re vaccinated, but you have
symptoms, I would test in that situation.”
The quarantining rules, which have
also recently changed, can be confusing
to follow. “If you’ve been exposed to the
virus, test; if you’re negative, go about
your day,” opined Gandhi, adding that
we need to change our isolation procedures. “Our isolation period should be
five days based on the data from Delta
and if you test negative after three days,
return to work.”
Echoing part of an article she penned
for The New York Times, she added, “We
cannot restrict the population by case
numbers. We need to return to living
life as normal as possible, protecting the
vulnerable, advising on the right type
of masks and living as if this is normal,
knowing that we have therapeutics for
the unvaccinated and we know how to
protect those at risk for severe breakthroughs.”
THE DATA OF ADVICE
It is. Gandhi’s opinion that the duty of a
public health officer is to offer information to the public purely based on data,
not personal risk tolerance.
“I may have more risk tolerance for
myself as a vaccinated and boosted person, but I have no risk tolerance for my
87-year-old father who’s going through
chemotherapy,” she explained. “That
means I will be buying masks for him
and telling him what he’s supposed to be
doing, but I can’t tell the entire public to
do the same.” This, she noted, is called
risk stratification. “We as public health
officers have to advise people based on
their own risks — not make blanket population recommendations based on personal tolerances.”
With a peak infection period forecast
for mid-January, Gandhi envisions that
it will quickly abate, resulting in “a lot
of immunity in the population. Then I
think we’re going to do really well. We’ll
have therapeutics and learn how to live
with this virus. Which we can. We have
the tools.”

“The data out of
South Africa shows
that even with
children who are
hospitalized with
COVID, 85% of
them were there
for something else,
which means that
COVID-19 was not
the reason for them
being hospitalized.
So I would say, feel
free to go about your
normal life with your
children who are
vaccinated, but even
with those who are
unvaccinated, you can
also feel safe because
they’re really
not at risk.”
DR. MONICA GANDHI
Professor of medicine at
UCSF Medical Center
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The North Star of Choice: Leading the Way
in Return to Work Strategy
BY DEBORAH STOLL

“First and foremost, it starts with listening to our people — where is it they do the
best work of their lives? Is it in an office? Is
it in a remote space? What does that space
look like? Is your ideal work week divided
between the two?”
Explaining how Real Chemistry is considering the future of a hybrid workforce,
these are the points Steph Garcia, chief
people officer, Real Chemistry, led with
in a sponsored podcast conversation in
October with Steve Madden, GM, MM+M.

“With mental health
being top of mind,
we are making sure
our employees all
have great access
to taking care
of their
well-being.”

PILLARS OF RETURNING TO THE OFFICE
Following their listening sessions around
what employees wanted, Real Chemistry’s
strategy was to take a flexible approach
toward bringing people back to the office.
At the forefront, its focus was on empowering its people to choose what was going to
work best for them as the company slowly
rolled out re-openings starting in the middle of July 2021.
“Our guiding principles when we started
were to let the science and data guide our
decision making,” said Garcia. By October,
Real Chemistry had implemented a task
force that met weekly to assess and prepare
the next opening by focusing on communication and health and safety.
“As we reopen the offices, we’ve said,
‘Hey, it’s optional, but it’s required that
you are vaccinated,’” said Garcia. “This
is what we do — we are here to help
drive awareness and adoption. It’s really
important work. If there is a medical or
religious reason somebody’s not able
to get vaccinated, they can come to talk
to HR and we will ensure they have the
right accommodations.”

MANAGING THE TRANSITION
For many, returning to the office has been
a relief, a break from the doldrums of
being home 24/7, but it has also been … a
little strange.
“It’s definitely a transition,” admitted
Garcia. “We provide an internal coaching
team to our employees should they choose
to make that transition, coaching for managers on how to navigate teams that are
remote and in the office, as well as a series
of other support tools available for employees to take advantage of.”
Real Chemistry’s No. 1 guiding principle has always been “people first.” When
it comes to safety, this principle has only
been amplified by letting data lead the way.
“We have a cross-functional team that
meets on a regular basis to stay on top of
the latest COVID-19 related data so that
we can make quick decisions as we’re rolling out new policies,” Garcia mentioned.
“Everyone is required to use our online
booking tool so that we know we can space
people out properly and should we have
an outbreak, we can do contact tracing by
using that online booking tool. The recent

STEPH GARCIA
Chief people officer,
Real Chemistry

outbreak around the Delta variant has led
us to ask everyone who isn’t in office to
wear their masks, which helps ensure
we’re continuing to follow the health and
safety guidelines.”
HOME TOGETHER
With all the talk about going back to the
office, the support for those who choose to
stay home can get lost in the shuffle, but is
no less important.
“With mental health being top of mind,
we are making sure our employees all have
great access to taking care of their well-being,” said Garcia, mentioning stipends for
massages, online workout memberships
and gear for home gyms, career development programs and new ways to figure out how to work together in a fluid,
hybrid situation.
“Additionally, we hold regular town halls
with guest speakers such as Trevor Noah
to talk to our employees about making a
difference in the world by building vaccine confidence through the work of our
clients,” Garcia went on to explain. “I’ve
been telling people that winning the war
is going to prove to be the easy part; it’s
winning the peace that’s going to be difficult, because people are still working
from home and need to feel connected.”
For Real Chemistry, everything its
leadership does leads back to its North
Star, “choice.”
“Our goal is to provide the right support
mechanisms that are going to work for our
2,000 employees,” Garcia said, in closing.
“Whether in the office or at home, everyone needs to be supported at the same level
and with the same care.”
mmm-online.com 5
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Pandemic 2.0: How Delta is
Impacting Back to School,
Live Events and Life in General
BY DEBORAH STOLL

“We’ve reached a certain level of
vaccination,” said Steve Madden, GM of
MM+M, “but we’re not anywhere near
where I think most of us believed we
would be last December. Where do we go
from here?”
This was the fundamental question for
the participants of the September 30 webcast panel, which included Dr. Monica
Gandhi, professor of medicine, UCSF;
Sharlee Jeter, presdient, Turn 2 Foundation; and Jim Weiss, founder and chairman, Real Chemistry.
In fall 2020, when the first round of
COVID-19 vaccines were approved, the
light at the end of the tunnel seemed closer
and life would soon return to normal. Now,
we’ve entered into a new period of uncertainty due to a lower-than-expected vaccination rate and a turbocharged Delta
variant. One of the most capricious conversations around vaccinations are those
of parents who are not vaccinating their
children. Panelists weighed in on their
thoughts are why this is happening and
what we can do about it.

UNDERSTANDING COMMUNITY IMMUNITY
When it comes to parents’ hesitancy to
protect their healthy teenagers against
getting COVID-19, Gandhi noted there
were a lot of (misguided) concerns around
side effects, “specifically tinnitus after the
second dose of Pfizer,” she said. “Children were hospitalized because we didn’t
know where it was going to go, but in the
end, they were treated with mild aspirin
and went right home. I think that story
got really amplified by people in positions

of power in the public and by the media,
sowing doubt.”
As she noted, we have long asked children to get vaccinated in order to increase
immunity in the population and help
reduce the level of transmission. Using
the H-influenza vaccine (influenza being
something that affects older people more
than young), she went on to explain, “The
minute we started mandating pneumococcal vaccines in children, the mortality among older people, whom children
are always around, dropped dramatically.
Understanding this kind of community
immunity could help bring us all together
and stop the transmission.”
For Jeter, the best step toward helping
parents put the vaccine in perspective was
best illustrated by her own experiences
as a mother.
“When I gave birth to my now 10-yearold son, my pediatrician gave him every
vaccination under the sun — vaccinations I had to provide to schools, which
is a normal thing,” she said. “I didn’t start
researching every detail about every vaccination given to him. I found a trusted
pediatrician who told me what I needed
to do in order to keep my son safe. I don’t
know a single parent on this planet who
went down every single potential side
effect of every one of those vaccinations.”
Putting it in context like this illustrates
the normalcy of the situation without the
controversy surrounding it.
PEER PRESSURE FOR THE WIN
Weiss, who emphasized the importance of
amplifying trusted voices such as Jeter’s

and Gandhi’s to ensure these tough conversations continue, said, “I keep sponsoring talks like this ... I believe that showing
optimism — not relying on fearmongering or overt pessimism — can help others
begin to get the right information.”
It is also his belief that peer and economic pressure — for instance, how some
cities now have mandates that others without good rates of infection will not be able
to participate in events and conventions
— will not want to be excluded.
“This kind of peer pressure to rejoin
the normal world will help those who are
hesitant to get the vaccine, reconsider,”
he added.
Similarly, for Jeter, when more people
understand the domino effect of the vaccine, they are likely to reconsider their
hesitations. “Understanding that their
decisions are affecting a whole population of youth as well as older people like
their parents and grandparents, and that
it’s our job to protect them, is what’s going
to move the dial.”
Returning to her thoughts at the
top of the conversation, Gandhi sees
immunity as our most direct way out of
the pandemic.
“Immunity is absolutely the only way
to get through a pandemic,” she said.
“This terrible pathogen came and hit us
unawares because we were not immunized. We all want to get to the other side
of this because life has been so hard. It has
been eerie and weird and is not the life we
want to live. Luckily, we have a safe and
effective way to get back there. To me, it’s
that simple.”
mmm-online.com 6
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Languishing: How Do We Get
Beyond Stagnating COVID-19
Vaccination Rates?
BY SARA GOUDARZI

a couple of blocks and come across a vaccination site.
Art delaCruz, president and CEO of
Team Rubicon, was also involved in administering shots and said that, within urban
areas, there are “rural pockets” to pay
attention to as well. One example was a
small pharmacy Team Rubicon had partnered with in Chinatown, Los Angeles,
just half a mile from Dodger Stadium, a
mass vaccination site. “Probably 95% of
the people that went through that site were
people of color,” he noted. Additionally,
delaCruz “was blown away by the number
of people that, by appearance, seemed to
be over the age of 65 — which meant they
had waited months into their eligibility
window until they were able to receive the
vaccination.” Those people spoke various

“There’s a
component of peer
pressure that can
be helpful here
when they see
their entire social
circle getting
the vaccine and
they’re all
fine.”
In a roundtable held in July 2021,

Steve Madden, GM of MM+M, moderated
a panel of industry experts to discuss the
languishing state of the willingness to get
vaccinated and the effectiveness of various incentives and outreach tactics to get
more shots in arms.
The issue, Madden stated, seemed to
have come down to political lines and
an urban/rural divide. Chen Fang, drug
information specialist for MPR, who had
been on the front lines vaccinating people in New York City, believed there was

more willingness to get the shot early
on and that perhaps the “low-hanging
fruit” had already been picked. Further,
she thought convenience and incentives,
such as free MetroCards that were given
at certain subway stations for getting
vaccinated, helped the effort. “Someone
sees a vaccine tent and goes, ‘Well, I haven’t got one yet and I’m already here and
waiting for my train and I get a free MetroCard out of it … so why not?’” Additionally,
accessibility seems to have been much easier in urban areas where folks could walk

CHEN FANG
Drug information
specialist, MPR

languages including Cantonese, Mandarin, Spanish and Korean. He also spoke of
how much effort it took to vaccinate very
few in the Navajo Nation and also in St.
Louis, to those who are homebound, but
that despite the effort “every vaccination
is a victory.”
Madden then turned to how to address
mmm-online.com 7
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misinformation — such as the then-latest
bit circulating social media about the
vaccines causing magnetism. Dr. Melvin
Sanicas, global medical affairs director
at Takeda, believes one must consider
people’s educational background, social
network, experiences and beliefs to understand their decision-making process and
help answer their concerns.
Chuck Hemann, practice leader,
integrated media team at Real Chemistry, thinks targeting physicians and pharmacists works in rural areas where vaccine
uptake tends to be low. “As an advertiser,
we may not be able to change the heart and
mind of somebody living in rural America
or any other part of the world, but perhaps
we can change the perception of their physician, and that physician helps that consumer,” he said.
Fang, who, at the time of the panel, was
seeing more patients who were younger
at her vaccination sites than when she
first started preparing and administering
them, was also noticing that for many it was
becoming a fear of missing out. “There’s
a component of peer pressure that can be
helpful here when they see their entire
social circle getting the vaccine and they’re
all fine,” she said.
Hemann speculates whether it’s time to
change the messaging to something akin
to political advertising, which tends to be
more negative. “I do wonder, is this the
moment when we start to lean into [the
message] ‘You will have services denied
to you; you will have issues reentering
the workforce because you aren’t vaccinated,’” he said. “We’ve tried the positive reinforcement, maybe not as well as
we would like, but maybe it’s time to flip
the narrative and be a bit more direct and
in people’s faces.”
Getting full approvals on the vaccines,
as opposed to operating under emergency
use authorization (EUA), could also help
change people’s minds, as politicians and
influencers had indicated that the vaccines
were not FDA approved, explained Sanicas. “The delay is fostering unnecessary
hesitancy among people who still view the

vaccines as experimental despite the data
that shows that these vaccines are overwhelmingly safe and effective,” he said.
Keeping the messaging simple and letting people know what they will not be
able to do if not vaccinated, such as board
a plane, might inspire more action, according to Hemann.
DelaCruz believes it’s not just the message that is important but also the messenger. For example, a friend of his found that
the most effective places to set up a vaccine pod — which they called “God pod”
— was in churches. They had the pastor
present because the people in the community trusted the pastor. Additionally,
it’s important to take note of the present
barriers and build trust.
“It always leads me to ‘How do I find the
right leader that they’re comfortable with?’”
he said. Having those leaders next to the
scientist, doctor or pharmacist can help
eliminate barriers to vaccine confidence.
As for reaching herd immunity, the panelists stated it will take time. “Herd immunity can be achieved maybe more quickly
in some cities or even countries, but as
a global community it may take several
years,” Sanicas said. “We need to get the
rest of the world vaccinated and that is happening more slowly than we would like.”

“We’ve tried
the positive
reinforcement,
maybe not as well
as we would like,
but maybe it’s time
to flip the narrative
and be a bit more
direct and in
people’s faces.”
CHUCK HEMANN
Practice leader, integrated
media team, Real Chemistry
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The Last Mile: What Data
Tells Us About Reaching
COVID-19 Herd Immunity
BY SARA GOUDARZI

In an April 2021 webcast, chief data
officer of Real Chemistry, Seth Duncan;
cofounder of The CogentSage Group,
Glenna Crooks; and GM of MM+M, Steve
Madden as moderator explored how data
can help us get through the last mile and
reach herd immunity against COVID-19.
At the time, vaccine confidence was holding firm but was reaching a plateau and
some 10% to 15% of the U.S. population
needed to change their minds for the nation
to achieve a 70% to 85% vaccination rate.
Real Chemistry started conducting
monthly in-depth social media and digital analytics reports in December 2020,
and Duncan explained the issue with many
wasn’t about safety or efficacy of vaccines.
“The No. 1 reason — and this is true across
the political spectrum [and] of every single
ethnic group we looked at — was that people were citing freedom of choice,” Duncan said. “They’re saying, ‘I don’t want
somebody to tell me how to take this thing.
I don’t believe in a vaccine passport.’ But
the same people weren’t saying ‘I don’t
think these vaccines are unsafe.’”
In partnership with Epsilon, Real Chemistry also surveyed some 5,000 Americans
and found there were three predictors that
correlated with resistance to getting the
vaccine: the very religious, those with low
levels of education who in turn have lower
scientific literacy and “the highly risk tolerant” — defined by Duncan as inidiviuals whose spending behavior “show that
they make riskier financial decisions … they
have more credit cards with balances on
them, and spend a much higher proportion

of their income on consumer goods than
other Americans.” For this last group, which
Duncan feels is “the most addressable” of
the three, “the inconvenience or potential
risk of getting a vaccine doesn’t outweigh a
perceived minimal risk of either contracting COVID-19 or suffering some ill effects
from the disease,” Duncan explained.
To address the hesitant, Crooks noted
we need to stop talking about the issue at
a national level, as resistance varies by
region, by neighborhood, by community
and that moving the needle will come down
to segmenting and sub-segmenting. “This
is one of those times when a broad brush
isn’t going to work for us,” she said. “We
need something that’s very surgical and
very specific.”
In order to probe some of these solutions,
Real Chemistry has worked with the Ad
Council on campaigns relaying the message that it’s a choice, and up to you. And
although there is no data to show if there
was an uptick in vaccine uptake due to the
campaigns, anecdotally Duncan believes
that the messaging worked.
A webcast viewer asked why there is vaccine hesitancy among hospital and nursing
home frontline staff. Duncan explained that
a Kaiser Family Foundation/Washington

“It’s really easy to
confuse or mistake
correlation
for causation.
There’s a real risk
in associating
certain categories
of Americans
with vaccine
hesitancy.”
SETH DUNCAN
Chief data officer,
Real Chemistry

Post survey research project last March indicated the No. 1 reason that a lot of those
workers — in particular in-home care workers — were not vaccinated was that it wasn’t
offered by their employer. This speaks to
the idea that getting the vaccine should
be convenient and seamless — and that
employer efforts to that end could make a
mmm-online.com 9
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big difference. Additionally, small incentives such as a day off or monetary bonus
could probably persuade a lot of these individuals to get the shot.
In answering another viewer question,
Duncan said data from social media reflects
that, while there is little difference in white
Americans’ and Black Americans’ attitudes
about the vaccine in terms of rates of low
confidence, the reasons behind the hesitancy varied by race. Among Black Americans, the predominant reason is safety, with
a perception that the vaccines are likely to
have negative side effects. There is also a
correlation between some Christian groups
and hesitancy among Black Americans.
“Working directly with church leaders
and working within religious communities in Black communities is an important
route,” he noted. “But there’s obviously a
lot of education needs to happen around
the safety as well.”
The speed at which the government and
industry moved vaccines through development and manufacturing shows the power
of collaboration. “Now we need to collaborate on this last mile, or in some cases,
what might be the last inches to gain confidence in this vaccine and get people willing to be immunized,” said Crooks, who
believes we need to improve access on a
neighborhood level, improve public health
messaging and, lastly, “stop talking at people and instead talk with people — that’s
a skill set.”
When asked about lessons learned Duncan indicated, “It’s really easy to confuse or
mistake correlation for causation. There’s
a real risk in associating certain categories
of Americans with vaccine hesitancy.” For
example, Real Chemistry’s data clearly
shows that, for example, Republicans
are not vaccine-hesitant because they’re
Republican but there are “certain underlying factors related to risk tolerance, education and maybe some spiritual or religious
belief systems, that tend to correlate currently today with being right-leaning.”
These factors will make it easier to address
underlying issues and meet people where
they are so that they can get the shots.
mmm-online.com 10
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Communication
Platforms’ Role
in Creating COVID
Vaccine Confidence
BY SARA GOUDARZI

As part of SXSW in spring 2021,

Steve Madden, GM of MM+M, moderated
a panel where experts discussed how to
convince people to get vaccinated using
various media platforms. Madden opened
the discussion by stating how most people
fall into three camps when it comes to getting the COVID-19 vaccines: those who
are ready and willing, those who say they
will never get vaccinated and the moveable middle. What, he asked the panelists,
are some of the platforms and best practices people can use to encourage vaccination uptake?
The answer depends on the audience
one is trying to reach, said Frank Washkuch, executive editor of PRWeek. What
role, for example, do companies play in
encouraging their employees to get vaccinated, and should they make it mandatory?
Such questions, he explained, determine

the communication side of how employers
reach their employees about safety issues
but also encourage them toward vaccination. “In a lot of cases, that can be as old
school as video messages from a CEO
or from a top doctor, somebody that the
employees really trust,” Washkuch said.
Or they can utilize their intranet or Slack
platform. More broadly, the government
might want to use influencers, social media
outlets and experts to convince the greater
public, all of which depend on factors such
as age group and socioeconomic status.
Alison Weissbrot, editor-in-chief of
Campaign US, added that finding those
who resonate with specific communities
is essential, as not every single community
would connect with national figures such
as Dr. Anthony Fauci. “It’s really about getting who people know within these vulnerable communities such as church leaders

or community organizers to talk to their
peers face-to-face, or through paid media
and explain to them why this is important
and safe to do,” Weissbrot said.
Jim Weiss, founder and chairman of Real
Chemistry, who has worked with the Ad
Council on targeted campaigns, agreed
that local marketing and pairing of experts
with community leaders is critical and
that peer-to peer discussion is very effective. “And then, the message has to really
address those concerns and not lecture or
preach,” he said, explaining that we are
all learning about the aspects of the pandemic together and that demeaning language is unnecessary.
Madden acknowledged that there’s
something reassuring about seeing “real”
people on his Instagram feed getting the
jab. But he also noted he was happy to see
the Dalai Lama — “a big hitter” — posting
mmm-online.com 11
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on Instagram about receiving his vaccine.
Weiss noted how that was reinforcement
with the omnichannel approach to sales.
This tactic is especially important as not
everyone understands how to read data,
making reinforcing essential. “The more
we tell this story, the better,” Weiss said.
Additionally, the speed at which the
vaccine has made it to people’s arms has
been very quick, which adds a complexity
to explaining it all while not making people feel inadequate for not understanding
the many components.
“So, we do need to be really empathetic
when we talk to people about the vaccine,
especially in communities that have historically not trusted the medical system
for good reason,” said Weissbrot, who
explained that’s what the Ad Council is
trying to do with its $50 million campaign,
which rolled out its first phase in late February and has really specific components
for Black and Hispanic audiences. “A lot of
the messaging focuses on the things that
we can get back to doing when we get this
shot, like you can hug your grandparents,
you can hang out with your friends,” she
said. “I think focusing the messaging on
something that people can really understand and latch on to, as opposed to the
effectiveness and the variants. Yes, we can
explain these things, but I think a lot of the
messaging is trying to make it human.”
To get that point across, local personalities and media outlets need to echo such
messages, Washkuch added. “From what
we’ve heard, that’s been a really effective
vehicle in reaching people in rural and
evangelical communities who are very
skeptical — going through local personalities and local media outlets they do trust.”
Madden wondered if it’s a good strategy
for employers to lay down the law when it
comes to vaccinations or if there are less
draconian methods to encourage people
to get vaccinated.
Weissbrot believes, “It’s definitely a fine
line to walk but at the same time employers
have a huge platform and microphone to
get their employees vaccinated and I think
that it depends on the business you’re in.”

For example, Amazon was talking about the
need to have their warehouse workers be
vaccinated. “These are frontline workers,
together in these big warehouses, so it’s just
a matter of safety,” Weissbrot said. “At the
same time, companies might not necessarily want to take such a strong stance. But
I think there are other ways that they can
help right, like they can help them make
appointments, help facilitate their employees getting the vaccine.”
Another effective approach is when corporate executives, who are well trusted in
the company, set a good example publicly,
Washkuch explained. This can be achieved
by “just showing that, look, I’m doing this,
I’m taking this vaccine and I’m practicing
safe behavior — going back to social distancing and masking; but really just setting a good example for the employees that
work at a company has made a huge difference in trying to get those employees
to mimic that behavior.”
It’s important, Weiss said, during the
course of this pandemic to meet everyone
where they are and listen to their individual
concerns — such as a fear of needles — and
it’s important to treat them with appropriate respect. “I’m not going to say to somebody ‘Well, get over it and figure it out,’”
he said. “Alison made the best point, which

“It’s definitely a
fine line to walk but
at the same time
employers have a
huge platform and
microphone to get
their employees
vaccinated and
I think that it
depends on the
business you’re in.”
ALISON WEISSBROT
Editor, Campaign US

is [that] we will give them all the tools they
need to get this done in the most acceptable way. However, let’s make it clear: The
last year we didn’t have vaccines and people were coming in with masks, washing
hands, social distancing; all those things
are still going to have to happen, for the
most part, certainly through the end of the
year, is my guess.”
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The Vaccine Confidence Project:
How We Get from Shelter-In-Place
to Herd Immunity
BY SARA GOUDARZI

In March 2021, Jim Weiss, founder and
chairman of Real Chemistry, spoke with
Steve Madden, GM of MM+M, in a sponsored podcast about vaccination run rates
in the U.S. and globally and predicted what
a return to normalcy would look like.
Madden indicated that, at the time,
according to Bloomberg, 68.3 million
doses of vaccines had been administered
in the U.S. (about 1.3 million doses a day
since approved for distribution here). Globally, some 225 million doses made it into
people’s arms across 100 countries. Both
trends were indications that things were

picking up some speed in terms of distribution and uptake.
Weiss shared that he hasn’t felt one
ounce of anything but confidence about
the process: “Normally these things take
10 and 12 years to put together [but] it was
done in pretty rapid fire.” He added that
the only thing that is rate limiting is manufacturing, not the trials, which is often
the case. “It’s unbelievable how fast, efficient and relatively quickly this has all happened,” he said.
Madden, who at the time had received
one dose of the Moderna, NIAID vaccine,

agreed, but pointed to the grim reality that,
despite having this miracle of science at
hand, there are still those who are hesitant, skeptical or outright resistant, and
asked what reasons people are giving for
not wanting to get the shot.
Weiss mentioned he’d recently met with
a woman in her childbearing years who had
concerns about how the vaccines might
affect those who want to get pregnant. “I
didn’t think it was a crazy notion that she
was asking the question,” said Weiss, who
added that there’s some good data out there
and more on the way, and people such as
this individual must be able to access that
information. He also added that there will
be a good 30% to 40% of people that will
likely not be convinced to get the vaccine.
“I think we need to get about 70% of people vaccinated and then the rest will get the
disease, and then we’ll have herd immunity that way,” he added. The mRNA vaccines against COVID-19, which are more
than 90% effective against the disease, are
much more effective than, say, the seasonal
flu vaccines. [That, of course, was prior to
the rise of the variants, which were starting to make their way around the globe
around the time of the podcast.]
Madden posed the question as to where
it would be best to place one’s bets to
address vaccine hesitancy. Weiss believes
it’s wise to focus on bringing information
directly to the person or the patient, a task
that could be achieved by hyper targeting through data and analytics. For example, it would be helpful to show caregivers
of the elderly how the vaccine is reducing deaths in that population — a frail and
fragile group. “Let’s show that story and
emphasize that so [it] makes it a lot easier
for the next group to take it,” he said. “Keep
bringing the new data to people as readily as you can.” The endeavor, he added,
will take time. “It takes 10 years for most
modalities to get accepted,” Weiss said.
“There’s always hesitancy for all these therapies of any type through the years. It’s just
in this case, obviously, there was such a
great urgency to get it done and out there.”
To that end, Real Chemistry worked on
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vaccine confidence by collaborating with
the Ad Council on a campaign to inform
healthcare providers about vaccines —
how to access them and how best to com-

“I think we need to
get about 70% of
people vaccinated
and then the rest
will get the disease,
and then we’ll have
herd immunity
that way.”
JIM WEISS
Founder and chairman,
Real Chemistry

municate and educate — the latter, a term
Weiss says we’ve got to be careful about.
Education does not mean “talking down”
to or lecturing those people who express
misgivings about COVID-19 vaccines,
but a way to merely disseminate information to those who need it. “They want
to understand the therapy, the modality,
the risks and the benefits and make their
own choices on the balance of that,” Weiss
explained. “A lot of this is pro- and lowbono work but the most critical factor is
getting people in the communities that
those constituents look up to and listen to
involved in the dialogue. Also, local news is
really critical to this.” The key is to counter
disinformation by putting the right information out there.
When Madden asked about examples
that drive positive outcomes, Weiss shared
a campaign by the Black Coalition Against
COVID called A Love Letter to Black
America, in which Black healthcare pro-

viders attested to the safety and effectiveness of the vaccines. Additionally, Weiss
mentioned a grassroots social media campaign called This Is Our Shot, a message
from healthcare professionals in California, many of whom were involved in the
wildfire recovery and rescue — “another
group seen as heroes,” Weiss pointed out.
“Where do you think when the history
of the COVID pandemic is written, where
will things net out?” Madden asked.
“It’s going to take more time and there’s
going to be some fits and starts, but I do
believe we’ll forget a lot more than we’ll
remember,” Weiss replied. “On the positive part, it will catapult us technologically. It will bring a lot more investment
into the drug and pharmaceutical industry and healthcare industry. But do I really
think the whole healthcare problem will be
fixed as a result? Do I think you’re going to
have health equities completely fixed by
it? No, I don’t think so.”
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COVID Life and
Trust in 2022
As we approach year three living with COVID-19, we are
getting used to the feeling that pandemics do not die …
they might just eventually fade away
BY JANE SARASOHN-KAHN
Health Populi blog and THINK-Health Member, Real Chemistry Advisory Board

The onset of the Omicron variant

proves that COVID is not done with us yet.
This next variant adds even more complexity to fighting the pandemic. Dr.
Michael Osterholm, the director of the
Center for Infectious Disease Research
and Policy (CIDRAP) at the University of
Minnesota, has said that fighting a fastmutating virus “means that sometimes we
take two steps forward and one step back.”
And that complexity is compounded
beyond the pure health aspects of the coronavirus: Economic and social impacts are
reshaping communities and the civic commons, with the further wrinkle of social

media amplifying both good information
and misinformation.
WE’RE SICK AND TIRED OF DEALING WITH
COVID-19.
There is no date certain when the pandemic
will be over: People choose to behave as
if they are “done” with COVID-19 before
any authority will declare it to be so, based
on U.S. consumer behaviors.
As the 1918 flu was epidemic when World
War I was ending, people had a “feeling of
wanting to put that whole decade to bed,
and to embrace a new future,” Naomi Rogers, professor of the history of medicine at

Yale University, observed. This set the stage
for The Roaring ’20s, even though the flu
was still prevalent in the U.S.
“While we’re talking about a virus, a pandemic, in fact, we’re talking about people.
And no matter what company, what government, wherever you go on the globe,
people have been at this for a year and a
half, some people working 24/7. And people are exhausted,” Eric Achtmann of the
Pandemic Security Initiative pointed out
in a McKinsey report on the COVID-19
path to recovery.
Data from the Kaiser Family Foundation found that three in five Americans feel “frustrated” about the status
of COVID-19 vaccinations, with fewer
people optimistic in November 2021 than
in January 2021. That poll also showed
that one year into the vaccination of millions of people around the world, U.S. consumers’ attitudes toward vaccinations
were intensely polarized.
What we know at the end of COVID Year
Two and a year into vaccinations is that
complications from the coronavirus do not
tend to be life-threatening … where people
are vaccinated.
THE NEW DEATHS OF DESPAIR IN THE U.S.
ARE AMONG THE UNVACCINATED.
By December 2020, COVID-19 became the
No. 1 leading cause of death in the U.S., surpassing cancer and heart disease. By September 2021, the coronavirus was the top
cause of mortality for people ages 35-54.
After Delta became the most common
variant in the pandemic, fully vaccinated
people had a 10-fold reduced risk of death
and over 10x lower rates of hospitalization,
the CDC calculated.
Through May 2021, the NIH estimated
that some 140,000 deaths could have been
prevented through COVID-19 vaccination.
MUDDLING THROUGH OR EXISTENTIAL
THREAT?
On the upside, vaccinations and emerging
treatments that address the coronavirus
are morphing it into less of a mortal disease than a really bad flu, enabling more
mmm-online.com 15
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people to live more normally. Economies
have begun to recover and many people are
getting back to the workplace from months
of operating in home offices.
Based on pipelines, we can expect that
by late 2022, new vaccines will come onto
market with new performance benchmarks, easier deployment and less stringent cold chain requirements. We will
have a lot more information about who
needs additional doses and under what
circumstances, along with more personalized approaches to therapies that directly
target the coronavirus.
For people in many parts of the world,
COVID-19 has become something we can
risk-manage. For people vaccinated and
boosted living in communities with high
vaccination rates and resources to purchase
testing, the virus can morph from an existential threat into something people can
live with and for which we can recalibrate
personal risks.

But there are many people without that
luxury and privilege, with the pandemic
still representing an existential threat.
There are different realities for people all
over the world, including neighbors living
in adjacent ZIP codes.
ERODING TRUST ERODES PUBLIC HEALTH.
In some parts of the world, health citizens
carry vaccine “passports,” QR codes that
embody an individual’s vaccine status and
COVID-19 histories. In some places, these
health identities engender uproar and protest based on the citizens’ perspectives on
personal liberty.
How do institutions build trust to find a
balance? Michael Ryan, executive director of WHO’s Health Emergencies Programme, says this is so difficult to do
“because trust can take years to build and
minutes to lose.”
He knows that people have genuine concerns that need to be answered
with “radical transparency.” While such
transparency can work against an institution in the short term, in the long term it
builds trust.
This depends on a community’s view on
their social contract: some citizens expect
nations to take on socially based interventions, and others take on a more individualistic approach.
BEYOND SCIENCE …
VALUES AND MESSENGERS
One of the pandemic’s complicating
driving forces has been a tsunami of
both good and bad information — the socalled “infodemic.”
Dr. Leana Wen wrote in the Washington
Post that the public sector has to get much
better at communicating that good information to health citizens.
It’s not just about science: It’s about people’s values. Messages are as much about
the messenger as the message itself.
“Trust is not established overnight,”
Wen said at the recent Financial Times
Global Boardroom conference. Successful public health messengers “didn’t just
show up and talk about vaccines or masks.

They have been trusted in their community for a long time — people embedded
in the communities they serve.”
Wen said that the idea that meeting people where they are is recognizing that science for them is not the only thing that
factors into what people believe. We have
to get the science right, to be sure — but
that is not enough.
For some, a physician or scientific
leader at the CDC or NIH is a powerful
public health persuader. For other people,
local health authorities, neighbors, religious leaders, the barber or communitybased organization embedded in
places they serve embody trustworthy
health messengers.
Even seeing a life science company’s
CEO on a cable news network can polarize
health citizens: Some may feel comforted
by hearing about a vaccine’s or therapy’s
effectiveness data; others will see a profiteer from the public health crisis.
In rebooting pandemic-era communications, Wen suggests that we focus on
other issues separate from COVID-19 to
rebuild trust in public health. Instead of
speaking directly to the coronavirus, Wen
suggests a “return to fundamentals” and
talking about how public health works on
issues that are not so hyperpolarizing —
such as maternal and child health or mental health — issues to help us combat the
next pandemic and restore fundamental
trust in public health.
“I don’t think I anticipated the degree
to which the tribalism of our current society would actually interfere with abilities
to size up medical information and make
the kinds of decisions that were going to
help people,” National Institutes of Health
director Francis Collins said in a recent
NPR interview.
“COVID is not going away. But by
investing to protect ourselves against
this and future threats, we can turn its legacy into something positive,” the Financial Times recently noted in its look into
the pandemic’s lessons and legacies for
medicines that deliver public good as well
as profit.
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Are More Vaccine
Options the Answer
For a PandemicWeary Public?
For the vaccine hesitant who are still contemplating their first, second or
booster doses — or are reluctant to vaccinate their children — perhaps more
options would help spur them beyond their hesitations
BY MITAL PANDYA, MPH, Ph.D.
*Article was written by Real Chemistry, in partnership with Ocugen, Inc.

Vaccination against SARS-CoV-2, the
virus that causes COVID-19, has offered
effective protection in both adults and children. Even when Delta became the dominant variant in the U.S., CDC data from
April to July 2021 showed that those vaccinated had a five-fold reduction in risk of
infection, more than 10-fold reduction in
risk of hospitalization, and more than 10
times reduced risk of death compared with
people who remained unvaccinated. Furthermore, a COVID-19 vaccine has been
reported to be 100% effective in children
ages 12 to 15 years after a two-dose course.

Nonetheless, the pandemic continues to
have a devastating impact in the U.S. and
worldwide. The total COVID-19 case count
was upwards of 47.5 million in the U.S. and
total deaths were over 5.15 million worldwide as of November 19, 2021. The emergence of more transmissible variants (i.e.,
Delta and Omicron) and persistent vaccine
hesitancy has hindered herd immunity,
allowing the virus to continue plaguing
the world.
Despite the effectiveness of available
vaccines, there is scientific evidence of
waning immunity in some fully vaccinated

populations and breakthrough infections
are on the rise, due in part to the Delta variant. The heavily mutated Omicron variant appears to be even more contagious,
and it may evade antibodies produced by
previous infection or vaccination.
Vaccine uptake in the U.S. is not universally enthusiastic. The general public’s confidence in the COVID-19 vaccines appears
shaky, with about one-third of people saying they believe the vaccines are not working as well as promised. The top reasons
cited for why people remain unvaccinated are newness of the currently availmmm-online.com 17

able COVID-19 vaccines and worries about
side effects. Others have an inherent mistrust of the healthcare system that stokes
vaccine hesitancy and skepticism among
specific populations (e.g., African Americans). This hesitancy is not only impacting adults, but children as well.
The Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) recently authorized a COVID-19
vaccine for the nation’s 28 million children
ages 5 to 11 years, which could lower the
COVID-19 toll if new, more transmissible coronavirus variants were to emerge.
However, uptake of COVID-19 vaccinations in children has been slow, and, as of
December 2021, only ~17% of 5- to 11-yearolds have received at least one dose, and a
third of parents surveyed said in a poll earlier this year that they would take a “wait
and see” approach before getting their children vaccinated.
Being vaccinated is not a new concept
for many Americans, as many adults have
received immunizations since childhood
and have had their children receive standard immunizations. Even so, many Ameri-

The top reasons
cited for why
people remain
unvaccinated
are newness of
the currently
available COVID-19
vaccines and
worries about
side effects.
cans still express a desire for more vaccine
options when it comes to COVID-19. In a
Harris Poll survey conducted in July 2021 in
which 65% of Americans surveyed believed

they should have more COVID-19 vaccine
options to choose from, 40% of parents
surveyed whose children were not yet vaccinated for COVID-19 said they would be
more likely to get their child vaccinated for
COVID-19 if there was an option that was
more effective against Delta and future
variants. So maybe there is room in the
national arsenal for additional vaccines.
As immunization is standard for most of
the nation, perhaps vaccines that utilize
a more familiar technology, such as the
one that ended the polio epidemic in the
U.S., could provide an additional choice
for Americans.
Inactivated whole virus vaccines, such as
the polio vaccine, may have an advantage
against mutating viruses: they contain all
the same protein antigens as the live virus
but without the risk of causing disease.
Unlike mRNA and viral vectored COVID19 vaccines, which target the external spike
protein of SARS-CoV-2 — the portion of
the virus where many of the mutations
are occurring — inactivated whole virus
vaccines are designed to build immunity
to external and internal protein targets of
the virus. This broad antigenic recognition
could theoretically confer additional protection under circumstances in which the
virus is rapidly mutating, but more data
are necessary. Importantly, inactivated
whole virus vaccines have been traditionally used as the platform of choice for multiple childhood and adult vaccines given
their relatively benign side effect profile.
Several developers, such as Sinovac, Sinopharm, Valneva, Bharat Biotech and its
partner Ocugen, are all investigating inactivated whole virus vaccines for COVID-19.
In the U.S., Ocugen has obtained the rights
to an inactivated whole virus COVID-19
vaccine from Bharat Biotech and filed for
emergency use authorization for pediatric use. Ocugen’s filing is based on a study
demonstrating the effectiveness and safety
of its candidate vaccine in 525 children in
India. So far, more than 100 million doses
of this vaccine have been administered
to adults in 17 countries outside the U.S.
The World Health Organization has also

Only 46.6% of
the population
has been fully
vaccinated
worldwide and the
pandemic is not
over yet.
recently granted Bharat Biotech’s COVID19 vaccine an emergency use listing for use
in adults aged 18 years and older in addition to the COVID-19 vaccines from Sinovac and Sinopharm. It should be noted that
even within the inactivated whole virus
class of vaccines, there are important differences in makeup. For instance, Bharat
Biotech/Ocugen and Valneva both employ
adjuvant boosters known as toll-like receptor agonists (TLRs), which are intended to
induce a robust immune memory response.
While it is unclear if Sinovac and Sinopharm plan on submitting their COVID-19
vaccines for emergency use authorization
in the U.S., Ocugen is intending to develop
and manufacture its inactivated whole
virus candidate in the U.S.
Looking at the future vaccine landscape,
several additional COVID-19 vaccines
have been approved in other countries and
many vaccines are still in development.
Only 46.6% of the population has been
fully vaccinated worldwide and the pandemic is not over yet. The vaccine arsenal
is not even close to full. There is a need to
continue to expand the vaccine arsenal as
the world continues to face emerging viral
variants, waning immunity, limited or no
access to COVID-19 vaccines in some parts
of the world, vaccine hesitancy and a lack
of interest in personal prevention against
COVID-19 in some individuals. The fact
of the matter is, as long as the COVID19 vaccination rate remains suboptimal,
and variants continue to emerge, the virus
will win.
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